This book tells you how to succeed at anything overnight.

If you don’t believe William Eastwood’s unorthodox philosophy and methods work, consider that he has published three major books in four months.

With great simplicity, clarity and brilliant optimism, each of this book’s sixteen chapters get right to the point at the beginning of each chapter.

His philosophy is fascinating and bold. He says: “You can choose Darwin’s Evolution or a religion, or you can take the third option: This is the third option.” According to Eastwood, you are not one self
moving through one world from birth to death, and you do not create anything in physical reality. He says you are really in a field of unlimited probabilities projecting who you think you are into the physical movie we call life. He tells you how to select an identity as if it were as simple and easy as selecting a movie to watch on your TV. He also backs all of this up with some impressive science.

He proposes an inner ego constantly attempting to lead you in the right direction. With an understanding of how to select probabilities and identities he suggests that the inner ego will create synchronistic events that lead you to what you desire.

I put his book in the category of metaphysics and self-improvement, and his philosophy fits the New Thought movement. He suggests that all people are spiritual beings primarily and that all past thinking is a guilt-trip that casts out man’s divinity. He spends the entire book telling you how you can attain freedom, power, health, prosperity, and all good, molding your body as well as the circumstances of your life through the constructive use of your mind.

He says that repeating problems indicate we are creating by default, and that we are meant to apply a matter-creation process via enlightened correct thought.

He says you can learn how to create exactly what you want in life by understanding and applying this science with awareness of the relationship between yourself and your inner self, and between your thoughts and resulting physical experience.

It was better that I thought it would be because the entire book is well-written and doesn’t waste any time getting right to the point. It seems William really wants to help you because his style is to write directly to you as if he was telling you face-to-face what you need to know and do to succeed overnight.

The book is well organized and covers all the main points of the creation process you will need to know, as well as the philosophy on which it is based so that you can put it all in perspective. He backs his theories up by citing the popular Many-worlds Interpretation of
quantum mechanics by Hugh Everett, and other prominent physicists such as Einstein and author of Quantum Theory, David Bohm.

There is nothing but outstanding practical information anyone can use in his book. Thanks to this magnificently well-done complete manual on how to succeed constantly going directly to what you need to know, I think William Eastwood has made a name for himself.

William Eastwood offers “proof in the pudding” that his method for overnight success works by the fact that he published three major books in the past four months.

It seems he has selected an identity of world-saver by publishing “THE SOLUTION TO ALL OF HUMANITY’S PROBLEMS…” and “YOU ARE A BEAUTIFUL PERSON - Key to Freedom” to solve all problems and liberate humanity, followed by this book a month later.

There is nothing in his books I found objection to, that would suggest that his theories and methods are incorrect or can’t work. Maybe he is right, and the entire mainstream line of thinking is an error, what he calls The Great Myth of Modern Man.

I highly recommend everyone read this book.
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Book may be purchased at: http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/invisiblelight